
GOOD THESIS ARGUMENTATIVE PAPERS

15 Thesis Statement Examples to Inspire Your Next Argumentative Essay. June 25, Have you ever watched a great film
trailer and thought, â€œI have to see.

Focused An argumentative thesis must be focused and narrow. You want your audience to have no doubt
about your point. Argumentative Essay Endorsement of child labor by international companies should not be
supported. Almost every assignment you complete for a history course will ask you to make an argument.
Remember -- if in doubt, talk to your instructor. Go further with your ideas. Most people would agree that
junk food is bad for your health. Instead of listing two or three distinct points, a thesis can list one overarching
point that all body paragraphs tie into. Be as clear and as specific as possible; avoid vague words. Crafting an
original, insightful, and memorable thesis makes a distinct impression on a reader. Department of History.
Example Federal immigration law is a tough issue about which many people disagree is not an arguable thesis
because it does not assert a position. Yankees or Mets? The similarities between the two dictators are striking
and they need a thorough investigation to understand the specific reasons for their horrid behavior. Random
shootings. Judaism and Christianity. Rehabilitation programs for individuals serving life sentences should be
funded because these programs reduce violence within prisons is an argumentative thesis because evidence
such as case studies and statistics can be used to support it. To avoid misunderstandings, be as specific as
possible. Caste system in India. Because advertisers consciously and unconsciously manipulate data, every
consumer should learn how to evaluate statistical claims. The Qualities of a Solid Thesis Statement When
composing a thesis, you must consider not only the format, but other qualities like length, position in the
essay, and how strong the argument is. However, because a thesis statement can contain an entire argument in
just a few words, it is worth taking the extra time to compose this sentence. The sanctions upon the Russian
Federation do not prove to be effective even a year from their initiation. The idea of the struggle against
growing up plays the central role in The Catcher in the Rye by J. The popularity of creative professions in the
21st century can be explained by the possibility of making robots do the hard routine tasks. Although they
bear some similarities, the differences between Judaism and Christianity are remarkable and cause massive
disputes until today. Keep revising until the thesis reflects your real ideas. This thesis statement begs the
question of how? Example Junk food is bad for your health is not a debatable thesis. Idea 4. Compare the
original thesis not specific and clear enough with the revised version much more specific and clear : Original
thesis: Although the timber wolf is a timid and gentle animal, it is being systematically exterminated. Revised
theses: Because modern cinematic techniques have allowed filmmakers to get more graphic, horror flicks have
desensitized young American viewers to violence. Your thesis statement should be one to two sentences.
Being specific in your paper will be much more successful than writing about general things that do not say
much. This basic five-paragraph essay is typical of middle and high school assignments. If you find yourself
using general words like "good," then you're not digging deep enough. This sentence can tell a reader whether
your essay is something they want to read. Here are six more thesis statement examples for you to consider:
Bad: Everyone should exercise.


